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HARD ROCK MINING 

RESIN BOLT COMPARATIVE TESTING 

R24 AND R27 SECURA BOLTS 

 

INTRODUCTION 

A variety of six (6) different rock-bolts with fitted 
nuts used extensively in hard rock mining were 
tested by a NATA accredited laboratory MTS1/2/3. 
The rock-bolts and nuts were tested for various 
strength and mechanical properties. 

The samples were delivered to the testing facility 
differentiated only by a painted colour marker. All 
testing of the bolts referenced the following colour 
code I.D. 

The white colour I.D refers to the Minova R24 
Secura bolt and the orange colour I.D. refers 
to the Minova R27 Secura Bolt. 

 

Red bars and nuts  

Blue bars and nuts  

White bars and nuts Minova R24 
Secura Bolt 

Orange bars and nuts Minova R27 
Secura Bolt 

Yellow bars and nuts  

Green bars and nuts  
 
 
 
 
1 All the testing and results reported, were undertaken 
(independently) by a NATA accredited testing service, 
Melbourne Testing Services Pty. Ltd. (MTS) In collaboration 
with the Deakin University.  
 
2 While the report does not provide any specific conclusion, 
this flyer identifies the Minova R24 and R27 Secura Bolts and 
offers a performance comparison, based on our own 
interpretation of the tested data. 
 
3 Complete Report No. MT-19/0101-B, “Testing of Steel Rock-
Bolt Bars and Retaining Nuts” is included in the pages 
following this bulletin. 

 

 

 

 

MINOVA SECURA BOLT 
The Secura Bolt® is a specifically designed solid 
reinforcing bar for use in strata reinforcement. The 
bolts include a unique paddle system to improve 
resin mixing and 27mm diameter deforms which 
provides higher bond strength in larger diameter 
boreholes. Secura paddles are formed using a 
unique shearing process which results in a more 
consistent resin mixing along the column length.  

 

Advantages 

• Proven historical performance 
• Extensive quality-controlled manufacture 
• Permanent primary support 
• Multiple lengths, diameters, paddle 

configurations 
• Consistent pin nut torque drive system 
• High strength thread 
• Proven resin mixing performance 
• High load transfer 
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TENSILE STRENGTH TESTING 

Five repeat test pieces for each variant bar type 
were accurately weighed and measured to 
determine the specific mass per metre and actual 
diameter. Five repeat test pieces for each variant 
bar type were loaded in tension until rupture of the 
bar occurred. Testing was conducted in 
accordance with AS 1391-2007. 

Bolt Tensile Response 

 

SHEAR STRENGTH TESTING 

Five repeat test pieces for each variant bar type 
was prepared and then fitted to a hardened steel, 
double shear plain loading tool. Shear force was 
then applied to the tool’s plate until the peak force 
was attained and shear failure of the test pieces 
occurred.  

Bolt Shear Response 

 

TORSIONAL RESPONSE TESTING 

Shear Pin 

One single test bar for each variant type / colour 
was tested. A length of bar incorporation the 
threaded end and nut was secured to a fixed 
torque plate assemble. Rotational torque was 
applied in an anti-clockwise direction until the 
peak torque was achieved and failure of the shear 
pin or end cap had occurred. 

After completion of the shear pin tests the nuts 
were welded to the rock-bolts to facilitate testing 
of the bar for torsional strength. Rotational torque 
was applied in an anti-clockwise direction until the 
peak torque was achieved and torsional rupture of 
the bar occurred.  

Torsional Bar Strength 

 

TENSILE STRENGTH THREADED 
SECTION & NUT PULL-OFF TESTS 
 
Repeat tests were conducted for each variant bar and 
nut type. Sample lengths of bar were cut with nuts 
threaded onto the end of the bar in the as delivered 
condition. Special loading washers were fitted over 
the bar to provide a secure reaction against the 
loading nose of the nut. The test pieces were then 
fitted into the tensile testing machine and loaded in 
tension until the peak load and failure of the bar or 
threaded connection occurred. 
 
 
 

Bolt by Colour I.D. 
Tensile 
Strength 
(MPa) 

Maximum 
Force 
(KN) 

White Bolt       
(Minova R24 Secura)  847 325 

Orange Bolt  
(Minova R27 Secura)  833 351 

Red Bolt  691 303 

Blue Bolt  744 324 

Yellow Bolt  646 212 

Green Bolt  680 298 

Bolt by Colour I.D. 

Single 
Shear 

Strength 
(MPa) 

Single 
Shear 
Force 
(KN) 

White Bolt       
(Minova R24 Secura)  630 242 

Orange Bolt  
(Minova R27 Secura)  624 263 

Red Bolt  
487 214 

Blue Bolt  
536 233 

Yellow Bolt  504 166 

Green Bolt  515 225 

Bolt by Colour I.D. 
Mode of 
Failure 

Torsional 
Strength 

(Nm) 

White Bolt       
(Minova R24 Secura) 

 Torsional 
rupture of bar 1222 

Orange Bolt  
(Minova R27 Secura) 

 Torsional 
rupture of bar 1755 

Red Bolt  Torsional 
rupture of bar 1534 

Blue Bolt  Torsional 
rupture of bar 1534 

Yellow Bolt  Torsional 
rupture of bar 975 

Green Bolt  Torsional 
rupture of bar 1152 
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Nut / Thread Tensile Response 

 

TECHNICAL SUPPORT  

We provide technical advisory service by a team of 
specialists in the field. The service includes on site 
assistance and advice on evaluation trials and 
laboratory work. All technical data sheets can be 
found on www.minovalgobal.com 

 

DISTRIBUTOR 

Minova trading name of Orica Australia (Pty) Ltd  

George Booth Drive Kurri Kurri, NSW 2327 

An ISO 9001:2015 Quality Management 
Certificated Company  

 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

LEARN MORE 

Click on the website links to learn more about 
Minova and their solutions. 
About Minova 
Lokset Resin Capsules 
Anchoring Grouts 
High Volume Output Grouts 
Injection Chemicals 
Sprayed Cements 
Steel and Fibreglass  
Mesh 
Ventilation & Air Control 
Surface to Seam 
UniPass Bolting Technologies 
Pre-Driven Recovery Roadway 
Optimised Ore Recovery 

 

CUSTOMER SERVICE 

sales_au@minovaglobal.com  

1800 646 682 (1800 Minova)  

1300 646 682 (1300 Minova) 
+61 2 49395159 (International) 

 

DISCLAIMER  

The information provided in this information bulletin 
is Minova’s confidential information and is valuable 
to Minova. By receiving this document, it is received 
in strict confidence and shall not use or disclose, or 
permit the use or disclosure of, any information 
regarding the Minova products or the performance 
of Minova products, or any information that may 
come to its knowledge as a result of receiving this 
document, without the express prior written 
consent of Minova. Any unauthorised disclosure to 
any third party, of any information provided by 
Minova in this document, would cause Minova to 
suffer irreparable harm and damages would not be 
an adequate remedy for any unauthorized 
disclosure of Minova’s confidential information. 
 
All information contained in this document is 
provided for informational purposes only and is 
subject to change without notice. Since Minova 
cannot anticipate or control the conditions under 
which this information and its products may be 
used, each user should review the information in 

Bolt by Colour I.D. 
Mode of 
Failure 

Maximum 
Force 
(kN) 

White Bolt       
(Minova R24 Secura) 

 Tensile 
rupture of 

bar 
310 

Orange Bolt  
(Minova R27 Secura) 

 Tensile 
rupture of 

bar 
352 

Red Bolt 
 Tensile 

rupture of 
bar 

302 

Blue Bolt  Thread 
stripped 308 

Yellow Bolt  Thread 
stripped 201 

Green Bolt 
 Tensile 

rupture of 
bar 

269 

https://www.minovaglobal.com/apac/about/
https://www.minovaglobal.com/apac/about/
https://www.minovaglobal.com/apac/products/lokset-resin-capsules/
https://www.minovaglobal.com/apac/products/anchoring-grouts/
https://www.minovaglobal.com/apac/products/high-volume-grouts/
https://www.minovaglobal.com/apac/products/injection-chemicals/
https://www.minovaglobal.com/apac/products/sprayed-cements/
https://www.minovaglobal.com/apac/products/steel-and-fibreglass/
https://www.minovaglobal.com/apac/solutions/mesh/
https://www.minovaglobal.com/apac/products/ventilation-control-devices/
https://www.minovaglobal.com/apac/products/surface-to-seam/
https://www.minovaglobal.com/apac/solutions/unipass-bolting-system/
https://www.minovaglobal.com/apac/solutions/pre-driven-recovery-roadway-solutions/
https://www.minovaglobal.com/apac/solutions/optimised-ore-recovery/
mailto:sales_au@minovaglobal.com
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the specific context of the intended application. To 
the maximum extent permitted by law, Minova 
specifically disclaims all warranties express or 
implied in law, including accuracy, non-
infringement, and implied warranties of 
merchantability or fitness for a particular purpose. 
Minova specifically disclaims, and will not be 
responsible for, any liability or damages resulting 
from the use or reliance upon the information in this 
document.  
 
The Minova Logo is a registered trademark.  

© 2018 Minova Australia Pty Ltd  
® Registered trademark of Minova International 
Limited 


